Abstract
Introduction
Image target tracking is one of the most important research problems in computer vision field, and widely used in the medical, video monitoring, artificial intelligence, military etc. typical Tracking method in general can be divided into four categories: (1) tracking based on the feature points (including the sparse tracking method and dense tracking method) . sparse tracking method only track the target points representing the features, such as Lucas-Kanade optical flow method [1] . dense tracking methods track all points of the whole frame image, such as Horn_Schunck, block matching method. compared to the sparse tracking method, computation of dense tracking is obviously much larger. (2) tracking based on estimation, such as mean-shift [2] , CAMSHIFT, Kalman [3] , Condensation [4] , particle filter [5] ; (3) tracking based on the template, such as the target object contour tracking; (4) tracking based on detection, such as Adaboost; (5) tracking based on transform, such as Hough transformation. These typical tracking methods can be called short-term tracking algorithm.
In order to solve the shortage of short-term tracking algorithms, scholars began to design long-time target tracking approaches. A successful long-term tracking algorithm has to meet the following requirements: (1) to keep track of the target in a very long video sequence; (2) when the target is occluded, it is still able to capture target, especially when the target appearance changes; (3) can overcome the target scale changes, illumination changes, background interference and other issues. Based on the above considerations, the TLD target tracking algorithm which is proposed by Kalal is a very effective algorithm for single target tracking.
Kalal [6] [7] [8] [9] proposed a new detection system that has three parts to finish detection: tracking, learning, and detection (TLD). TLD is a effective method that be able to achieve a single target tracking algorithm in the long term, has strong robustness, and very strong learning ability of recovery. TLD is a new detection system designed for tracking object in a video. The structure is shown in Figure 1 . Tracker employs LK median value pyramid method to estimate the motion between frames. Detector is cascaded classifier structure, and has three part: variance detector, collection detector and nearest neighbor detector. The learning module is evaluated by P-N learning to evaluate the results of the tracker and the detector, and the results are classified, and the P-N sample database is updated. Integrator module analyze the data from the tracker and the detector. If the results of the tracker data is greater than the detector, the target is output.
As other target detection methods, the detection module in TLD may also has errors, and the error is nothing more than the wrong negative samples and the wrong positive samples. The learning module is based on the results of the tracking module to evaluate these two errors, and generate training samples according to the evaluation results. It can be seen that the tracking module is very important in the whole TLD system, which will direct affect the final results.
TLD Tracker[9]
TLD tracking module is based on the front and back error of the Pyramid median optical flow tracking method. First of all, take the tracking object feature points sampling, also be referred to as the template frame sampling A grid of 10 10  points is employed to estimate the motion with LK pyramid tracker. LK pyramid tracker uses two levels of the pyramid and represents the points by 10 10  patches. In order to ensure that the feature points are tracked correctly, the TLD introduces Forward-Back-Error and the similarity verification mechanism. For object image tracking, points tracking is the work to be faced. If the selected feature points disappeared or changed, point tracking is likely to fail.
The right track is: there is a target P0 in the t-th frame, tracking algorithm gets a point P1 in the t+1 th frame, assuming P1 is right tracking point, applies reverse tracking from P1 of the t+1 frame back to P2 of the t-th frame. If P0 and P2 are coincidence, this is the right track. Fig. 2 shows tracking results of the target point in two consecutive frames. point 1 has a visible prominent feature, and is tracked correct through the forward and backward path verification. because the feature of Point 2 is not obvious and the background is black, the position offset appeared in the tracking process.
Tracking module of TLD obtains FBError values of 10 10  Grid points through the forward and backward tracking, and then take the middle value midFRError as the threshold. Remove the points of the t+1 frame if their FBError value are greater than the threshold, and keep the less. Finally the trace output is determined based on these target points.
Figure 2. Forward-Back-Error

Drawbacks of TLD
Obviously, as a long-term image target tracking algorithm, TLD is very effective. It can effectively deal with object occlusion, deformation, illumination changes and occlusions. However, when encountered slow moving, it will produce tracking drift. The situation is illustrated by the following example: In Figure 3 , the target is a box, and a book slowly moves to block the box from left to right. When the box is sheltered to 1/2, tracking become unstable. From frame 97 to frame 119, the target has been completely obscured, but tracking box still display, tracking result is books edge. tracking has shift. the reasons of this tracking shift are analyzed as follows. the tracker using the Grid uniform mode in tracking features. when the target is different from the background, tracking is generally normal, because mostly sampling points taken by Grid mode can be representative the characteristics of the target. However, when there is a disturbance of similar objects, tracking can appear drift. 
The Improved TLD with Harris Corner
Harris Corner
Recognition of human diagonal points is usually finished in a small local window. If moving this particular small window in all directions, great changes have taken place in the grays of pixels in the window, then there will be a corner, otherwise the gray scale in the window does not change, there is no corner [10] [11] [12] .
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It shows, Equation (1) Figure 4 is the detection results of Harris corners . It shows that the key features of the target box have been detected. these feature points can act as the tracker target. good feature points are very important to the performance of the tracker.
Analysis of Experimental Results
Software environment: MatlabR2010a, Opencv2.2, visual C++2008; Genuine 1.83GHZ. hardware environment: Intel Genuine 1.83GHZ, memory 1GB. The video resolution is 320*240. There are two experimental videos. Video 1: tracking a walking pedestrian. there will be other pedestrians near the target people as the interference. Video 2: the target is a box, with a book moving slowly to occlude object from left to right. the intermediate process includes: the beginning of occlusion, half occlusion, total occlusion, exposed target.
In Experiment 1, when there are other pedestrians pass through target pedestrians, the tracking by original TLD method appeared obvious drift from frame 77 to frame 79, and relocked the correct target in frame 80, while the improved TLD algorithm did not appear such drift. The results show in the Figure 5 and 6. In Experiment 2, when the book cover half of the box, tracking become unstable from Frame 55. The object was completely covered in Frame 97, however the tracking frame of original TLD method still display, and the tracking result is the books of the edge, as shown in Figure 7 . are shown, until the target box reappear on the screen in Frame 199, the target was relocked. the improved TLD algorithm solved this problem and realize the better tracking, as shown in Figure 8 . 
Conclusion
Object occlusion is a difficult problem for each target tracking algorithm. TLD as a very effective long-time tracking algorithm, overcomes the shortcomings of other algorithms which cannot achieve online learning function, and solved the problem of long-term tracking, but facing similar obstacles, TLD will appear tracking drift in the short term, and will affect the actual tracking effect. The paper proposed an improved TLD method using Harris corner instead of the original Grid sampling point. The experiment results showed it is a good solution to the problem of tracking drift.
